presentation of statistical data in publications was changed. Presentation of data in the form of statistical charts is being phased out, because they are available in currently updated databases, and replaced with other types of presentation: descriptions and analyses as well as graphic presentation on diagrams and statistical maps. The latter method is represented not only by a growing number of statistical maps devoted to particular issues but also by preparing publications consisting mostly of maps, i.e. statistical atlases.
Outline of the history of statistical atlases published by Statistics Poland
Statistical publications comprising mostly maps in former times did not use to be prepared by Central Statistical Office too often. After 1918 the first publication linked to public statistics was the Statistical atlas of Poland in two parts from [1924] [1925] . However, it was published outside of Central Statistical Office (although its authors were at the time employed by this Office: its vice-director Ignacy Weinfeld as well as department directors Edward Szturm de Sztrem and Jan Piekałkiewicz). In the introduction to the first fascicle of the atlas the essence of graphic presentation of data was pointed out: "Graphic presentation compared with data tables gives a picture which is easier to comprehend, analyze and memorize, especially for wider audience." Both parts of the atlas had 58 pages, including 28 pages with maps (mainly choropleths and diagram maps relating to voivodships) and 12 pages with charts. The publication had also a second version in the form of the Statistical school atlas of Poland, published in 1925 and prepared by the same authors; the atlas had 60 pages including 26 map pages.
The first atlas publication of Central Statistical Office was Republic of Poland -statistical atlas published in 1930. It had 57 pages, including 63 maps (mainly choropleths and diagram maps relating to voivodships or counties) and numerous charts presented in 42 tables. Its authors were Edward Szturm de Sztrem, Stefan Szulc, Jan Piekałkiewicz and Kazimierz Kochański. Despite initial intentions, the atlas turned out as an one-off publication.
It is worth noting the English language Statistical atlas of Poland, published in 1942 In the 98 years of activity of Central Statistical Office only two statistical atlases of the whole country were published (in 1930 and 1970) as well as six atlases of voivodships (in 2006, 2012−2014 and 2016) . Two more statistical atlases linked to public statistics were also published outside of Central Statistical Office; they were prepared in 1924/25 and 1942 ( fig. 1 ).
Statistical Maps. Data elaboration and presentation handbook
Over forty years ago, in 1976, Central Statistical Office published Statistical charts and maps (Wykresy i mapy statystyczne), a handbook authored by Kazimierz Kocimowski and Jerzy Kwiatek. It was a compendium of knowledge on graphic presentation of statistical data and applied standards, accounting for the specifics of the process of data preparation using contemporary technical capacity. Since the late 70-ies the reality of work of public statistics has changed significantly. Popularization of digital tools not only simplified work and increased its efficiency, but also enabled more advanced analyses. Application of computer graphic tools, followed by geographic information system (GIS) made preparation of maps and statistical charts much easier.
Analysis of cartographic elaborations prepared in recent years by Statistics Poland and statistical offices -not only statistical atlases of voivodships (2006, 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2016) , but also statistical maps presented in various publications -showed the necessity of preparing current and easily access ible guidelines which would aid correct map preparation. It should be noted that cartographic visualization of data in public statistics is performed mainly by statisticians rather than cartographers.
Consequently, Statistics Poland prepared a publication titled Statistical maps. Data elaboration and presentation (Mapy statystyczne. Opracowanie i prezentacja danych; M. Pienią-żek, M. Zych 2017), whose main objective was to present non-cartographers with the standards of cartographic presentation of statistical data resulting from the tradition of Polish cartography and statistics, as well as show problems of using GIS software for preparation of statistical maps. It focused on issues closely related to elaboration of statistical maps, especially in the printed form, or used as illustrations (mainly in raster form) in online publications. This extensive volume (260 pages) improved statisticians' knowledge on how to use statistical maps, what they can present and how to correctly elaborate such maps avoiding errors. It also gave theoretical background for correct preparation of maps for the purpose of statistical publications. Consequently, the management of Statistics Poland exhibited increased interest in cartographic statistical presentations, including atlases. Logo selection was connected to the elaboration of the Book of the visual identification of official statistic. It contains not only a set of rules and regulations of using the logos of Statistics Poland and 16 statistical offices, but also provides detailed description of graphic rules in any publications of public statistics to ensure their visual uniformity.
Uniform fonts were selected − Myriad Pro for printed publications and Fira Sans for digital publications, letters (with Arial optional) − as well as font sizes, interlines, paragraphs, highlighting methods, etc. The approved set of colours was determined -mainly cold -which should harmonize with the colour of the logo, with warm colours inadvisable. The set of 7 hues was selected for use: "logo" green, light green, dark green, celadon, turquoise, "logo" dark blue and violet. Also, two colors for limited use were defined: dark yellow and red. The above colours may be used in full or lower intensity. Black and gray may be used in a similar way.
The new rules will certainly help to unify graphic design of publications. However, they became quite limiting because of rather rigorous framework of graphic presentation of statistical data, especially on maps. Implementation of the new graphic rules started at the end of 2017 and was continued until the end of 2018.
Demographic atlas of Poland
One of the first publications prepared in a uniform graphic design was the Demographic atlas of Poland ( fig. 2 ). Contrary to previous statistical atlases of Poland it focuses on one section of statistics. The Atlas has 128 pages with 126 maps (mainly prepared using choropleth and diagram methods) and 165 charts. The maps present data from 2016, mainly for Poland, divided into communes, counties and voivodships. Moreover, 11 maps present the European Union (maps with data for countries or NUTS 2 3 statistical units). A separate chapter, richly illustrated, presents the most important demographic data from the 10 censuses conducted so far (1921−2011) .
In the atlas it was attempted to put into practice the guidelines for correct map elaboration presented in Statistical maps. Data elaboration and presentation. The attempt was successful -the atlas won the first place in the 18th "Map of the year 2017" competition organized by the Association of Polish Cartographers in the category of "Other maps and printed atlases" (J. Krupski 2018).
Statistical atlases of voivodships
Very good reception of the Demographic atlas of Poland among the users of publications of Statistics Poland resulted in a decision to continue publication of statistical atlases. The year of the anniversary of Statistics Poland provided an occasion -a series of statistical atlases was published: 16 atlases of voivodships and the Statistical Atlas of Poland.
3 NUTS -Classification of Territorial Units for Statistics (also known as: Nomenclature of Territorial Units for Statistics) is a geographical standard for statistical division of the economic territory of the EU Member States into three regional levels of certain classes of the population. Each Member State of the European Union is divided into territorial units of NUTS 1 level, each of which is further divided into territorial units of NUTS 2 level, and finally each NUTS 2 level unit is divided into territorial units of NUTS 3 level. One territorial unit may represent more than one NUTS level (Regions in the European Union… 2018). The atlases of individual voivodships were elaborated by relevant statistical offices, following the guidelines adapted by Statistics Poland and under the office's technical and substantive supervision, with some maps prepared directly within Statistics Poland.
The guidelines for the series of statistical atlases included, on the one hand, elaboration of a list of topics to be presented on maps, and on the other − elaboration of guidelines for graphic design and layout of atlases. The selection of topics proved difficult -it was assumed that maps should present only data owned by public statistics. However, it turned out that for some important topics there was no data at territorial levels of division into communes or counties, which was necessary for atlases of voivodships. Also, the topics had to be important or interesting enough to justify their inclusion in the atlas.
Finally, six thematic sections were determined. The guidelines outlined the topics to be presented on maps (i.e. a map page topic) and proposals of topics to be presented on charts. Consequently, the atlas of each voivodship includes maps on all the listed topics. An option to add topics characteristic for each voivodship was provided (this option was used only in the atlas of Pomorskie Voivodship -maps of maritime economy, and in the atlas of Podkarpackie Voivodship -maps of sport and additional maps of tourism).
The next important stage in the elaboration of guidelines was to determine the format of atlases. Voivodships in Poland vary significantly in their shape and size. Therefore two approaches were possible -preparing atlases at the same scale, which would result in different formats, or using different scales in order to achieve 16 atlases in the same format. The first solution facilitates comparison of maps between atlases, while the second eliminates big differences in atlas formats. Finally the second approach was chosen.
However, the elimination of size differences of atlases by using different scales did not solve the problems arising from different shapes of voivodships. Numerous trials of arranging voivodships on different page formats were conducted. Those attempts pointed to the square shape of the atlas as the most appropriate, because it enabled placing voivodships of different shapes on a single page with remaining space used for other elements of contents. The next step was to develop a page layout of the atlas. Since publications of Statistics Poland were intended to be uniform, the decision was made to use the solution which had been used before in the Demographic atlas of Poland, and adapt it to the different format of the publication.
Another significant issue was how to adapt the colour scale of the atlas to the rules of visualization of public statistics, which was mainly due to a limited number of approved colours. It was decided that each section of the atlas would have its own colour, and that choropleth maps would use the shades of the colour of the section (other colours were selected for negative values if they appeared in the choropleth map and for diagrams). The final colours were:
• Location and administrative division -dark yellow (section colour used only for page headings, on administrative maps other colours were used),
• Human capital -red,
• Quality of life -celadon, • Economy -"logo" dark blue,
• Environment -dark green,
• Voivodship as compared with EU NUTS 2 regions -violet.
Basing on the colours of individual sections, colour scales were prepared for choropleth maps -containing from 4 to 8 classes, for various types of diagram maps and for charts.
The arrangement of constant elements of each page made it possible to determine the area which could be used for maps, charts and other additional information (e.g. necessary definitions). This, in turn, enabled selection of scales of maps for individual voivodships:
• 1:900,000 (Opolskie, Świętokrzyskie), • 1:1,000,000 (Śląskie), • 1:1,100,000 (Kujawsko-Pomorskie, Lubuskie, Małopolskie),
• 1:1,200,000 (Łódzkie, Podkarpackie, Podlaskie, Pomorskie),
• 1:1,300,000 (Dolnośląskie, Warmińsko--Mazurskie, Zachodniopomorskie),
• 1:1,400,000 (Lubelskie), • 1:1,500,000 (Mazowieckie, Wielkopolskie). Despite such variety of scales, the atlases of voivodships can be treated as uniform regarding contents, because they are based on statistical units of administrative division of Poland (voi- A standard page of the statistical atlases of voi vodships includes a map of a voivodship divided into communes or counties ( fig. 3) . A map of Poland divided into voivodships at the scale of 1:9,500,000, which is also placed on the page, is made using the choropleth method. As a rule it presents the same topic as the map of the voivodship. Besides these two maps there is usually a chart thematically connected to the main map, sometimes accompanied by definition of terminology.
In addition to the maps of Poland, the atlas presents maps with selected data for the European Union countries. Full page maps of the area at the scale of 1:21,500,000 were designed; they cover all European countries (without eastern fragments of the European part of Russia) and Cyprus. Base maps with boundaries taken from the Eurostat bases were properly generalized, analogically to base maps for the map of Poland and voivodships. The planned volume of the atlas, without additional topics, was 104 pages including 165 maps: 76 maps of voivodships, 76 maps of Poland at the scale of 1:9,500,000, 1 administrative map of Poland at the scale of 1:3,800,000, 11 maps of the European Union at the scale of 1:21,500,000 and 1 political map of Europe at the same scale.
Maps of Poland were prepared in the Mercator transverse projection, and the political map of Europe in the Lambert conformal conic projection. Data used for preparation of base maps came from the National Register of Boundaries, General Geographic Database and geographical bases of Eurostat, EuroGeographics AISBL and Natural Earth.
Statistical data used in the atlases was retrieved from databases of public statistics coming from statistical surveys and reportings, as well as data from information systems made available to public statistics by external sources. Eurostat databases were used for visualization of phenomena within the European Union. All statistical maps from the main set of topics were prepared using the choropleth method, and on some of them the diagram method was used as well ( fig. 4) .
The time devoted to the elaboration of statistical atlases of voivodships was significantly limited. Work on initial assumptions started in early 2018, complete editorial guidelines together with the layout of the atlas were ready before the end of February 2018. Editorial work could start. The first atlas of the series, Statistical atlas of Mazowieckie Voivodship was published at the end of May 2018, and the last one − Statistical atlas of Zachodniopomorskie Voivodship in October 2018.
Statistical atlas of Poland
At the stage of elaboration of assumptions for the atlases of voivodships it was decided that it would be beneficial to complement them with a separate atlas of the whole countryStatistical atlas of Poland (fig. 5) . The atlas was published in July 2018 as the first such publication since 1970. The editorial team had 24 members.
In the initial assumptions of the Statistical atlas of Poland it was decided that its graphic form would resemble the graphic form of the series of 16 atlases of voivodships. It was also determined that it would present the topics depicted in the atlases of voivodships as well as additional topics basing on data referring to individual voivodships or the whole country. International comparisons, which in the atlases of voivodships were limited to the countries of the European Union, in the Statistical atlas of Poland were extended to include statistical maps of the world.
The assumed range was divided into seven topic sections. The first -Location and division presents Poland in Europe and various divisions of the country used in statistics. The next four sections present statistical data for the area of the whole country and are titled the same as in the atlases of voivodships (although their internal division is different): The format chosen for the atlases of voivodships proved to be appropriate also for the Statistical atlas of Poland, therefore it was decided to keep it. The graphic design of the atlases of voivodships was used as well. Selection of constant elements of the atlas page made it possible to determine the area to be devoted to maps, charts and other information. It was decided that there would be two main layouts of pages with maps of Poland -pages with a single large map of Poland ( fig. 6 ), divided into communes, counties or NUTS 3 subregions, or pages with quadruple division ( fig. 7) , with small maps of Poland (mainly divided into voivodships) and charts. Pages presenting data for the European Union countries have a layout identical to that used in the atlases of voivodships (one full-page map, fig. 8 ). In the case of presenting data for the whole world there are two maps per page. This way the following map scales were determined:
• full-page map of Poland -1:3,800,000, • quarter-page map of Poland -1:9,000,000, • full-page map of Europe/European Union -1:21,500,000,
• half-page map of the World -1:200,000,000. Colours used in Statistical atlas of Poland were the same as in the statistical atlases of As in the atlases of voivodships, the source of statistical data for Poland were the databases of public statistics. For the presentation of phenomena in international contexts, bases of the European Commision (mainly Eurostat), OECD, World Bank and UN were used.
The Atlas has 216 pages, with 281 maps and 175 charts. 108 maps are full-page (maps of Poland and the European Union), 18 maps are half-page (maps of the world), and 155 maps Among the maps of the European union, 18 present division into states, and 11 into NUTS 2 statistical regions. Majority of the maps in the atlas were prepared using quantitative cartographic presentation methods. The first section is an exception -qualitative methods prevail here (including a map of the administrative division of Poland, a political map of Europe, maps of statistical divisions of Poland).
In the atlas the two dominant methods are the choropleth method and the diagram method. They were used on 263 maps, with both methods used together on 142 maps (figs. 6, 7, 8) .
One map (distribution of rural population) uses the dot method ( fig. 9 ), and 17 were prepared with the chorochromatic areal method, sometimes applied together with the signature method. Most of the choropleth maps are related to an area -it applies to 231 maps. Among diagram maps also those related to an area dominate − it applies to 140 maps, which results from the method of data collection by public statistics, mainly related to administrative units.
After determining the editorial guidelines, the work on the atlas involved collection of statistical data to be presented on maps and charts. This was performed by 11 persons. Maps, in turn, were prepared by only two persons -it helped to keep the graphic uniformity of maps. Charts were prepared simultaneously. At the final stage the complete publication underwent substantive and technical correction. The total work on the Statistical atlas of Poland took only four months. Despite such a short time, the authors achieved proper accuracy and compliance with the rules of cartography, rejecting any "shortcuts". 
Summary
Statistical atlases of voivodships and the Statistical atlas of Poland count a total of 1888 pages with 2934 maps which present the development of the country in relation to regional and local conditions, as well as the situation within the European Union and in the world. Presented economic, social and environmental topics and the territorial dimension provide information support for spatial analyses which are performed for the purpose of monitoring the implementation of the public policy guidelines.
The atlases published in 2018 are larger in number and volume than all the earlier atlas publications of public statistics combined. Hopefully, they will become a valuable, interesting and user-friendly source of information on the socio-political situation of Poland (also on the background of the European Union and the world), its voivodships and their internal diversity.
We hope that the statistical atlases of voivodships and the Statistical atlas of Poland, which were prepared following the new graphic guidelines of public statistics and which present statistical data in a cartographically varied way, will be welcome by readers of statistical publications -also by the scientific, including cartographic, circles.
The atlases are also a certain test if at the time of digital society there still exists demand for traditional publications of this sort.
*
Printing of publications was co-financed from EU funds within the Operational Programme Technical Assistance 2014-2020. Atlases are also available free of charge in the PDF format on the website of Statistics Poland: https://stat. gov.pl/statystyka-regionalna/publikacje-regionalne/podreczniki-atlasy/atlasy/.
The article is based on the presentation "Statistical atlases of voivodships and Poland" which was shown at the 1st Cartographic Open Plenary Meeting, Lublin -Zwierzyniec 16−19 October 2018.
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